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constituents in any row of that table are the components of the corresponding couples. It has now been proved that the consti-tuents in any column are proportional to the coordinates of an astatic point with rectangular forces, Art. 57.
60. To reduce all the forces of any system to four forces which act at four given points not all in one plane.
Let A, jB, (7, D be any four points fixed in the body. These we shall regard as the corners of the tetrahedron of reference.
Let P^ Pz, &c.} be any forces acting on the body and let MI, MZ, &c. be their points of application. We propose to replace each of these by four forces acting at the corners A, B, 0, D parallel to the original direction of the force. Consider DA, DB, DC to be a system of oblique axes, let £, 97, £*, be the coordinates of any point M and let DA = a, DB = I, DC = c. Then by Art. 7 the forces acting at A, B, G, D are respectively
Now f/c is equal to the ratio of the perpendiculars drawn from M and G on the face ABC, and this ratio is the tetrahedral coordinate of M, Representing the four tetrahedral coordinates of M by a, /3, 7, 8, and remembering that their sum is unity we see that the four forces at the corners A, B, C, D, are respectively Pa, P/3, P7, PS.
We therefore have the following working rule. Any force P acting at the point whose tetrahedral coordinates are a, ft, 7, 8 may be replaced by four parallel forces acting at the corners of the tetrahedron of reference whose magnitudes are respectively POL, Pft,
|| /I   i                                  The several forces acting at each corner may now be com-
ijl' j                                pounded together.    The result is that any system of forces can be
'J      !                            replaced by four forces, one at each corner of the tetrahedron.
61.    We may prove in the same way that a force P acting at
H      •                              any point M in the plane ABC may be replaced by three parallel
\\ l    \                              forces respectively equal to Pa, P/3, P7, and acting at A, B, C,
|(;!f           \                      where  a, ft, 7, are the areal coordinates of M referred to the
jl1.                                 triangle ABC.
| ] 4   ,                                    We may also deduce this result from the general theorem for a
fl j                                tetrahedron.   We notice that tetrahedral coordinates become areal
Y\ \                                when the point considered lies in a coordinate plane.    We may
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